Chico® LiquidSeal Mixing Instructions

1. Warm package above 0°C (32°F) before using.
2. Clean and dry surfaces.
3. Roll up bottom end of Flex-Pack and sleeve (opposite discharge tube/channel) and press down to burst seal between Part 1 & 2. Take care not to burst seal between resin and discharge tube/channel.
4. Run the Flex-Pack sleeve back and forth from end to end over the edge of a bench approximately 40-50 times or 20-25 back and forth cycles with mild pressure.
5. If you see striations or non-uniform color, mix an additional 10-15 cycles.
6. Roll up the Flex-Pack from the bottom and press down to burst the seal between the resin and the discharge tube/channel and squeeze out the mixed contents.

Eaton’s Crouse-Hinds Division
1201 Wolf Street
Syracuse, New York 13208
(866) 764-5454
Chico® LiquidSeal
Part 1 (Red)

WARNING: Full label information for the chemical is provided on the outside package.

Part 2 (White)

DANGER: Full label information for the chemical is provided on the outside package.

Eaton’s Crouse-Hinds Division
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Syracuse, New York 13208
(866) 764-5454

USE BY________________________________________
LOT NUMBER___________________________________

Storage Temperature: -60°C to +60°C (-76°F to +140°F)